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1. INTRODUCTION

Diverse Perspectives on the Global-Local Analysis in Comparative Education Research

This book is one of the several volumes that emanated from the diverse thematic groups that provided coherence to the program of the World Congress of Comparative Education Societies (WCCES) held in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 2013. This congress, as well as previous ones, provided opportunities for educational researchers, practitioners, and those working in policy environments from around the world to share and discuss their work in their respective areas of scholarly interest and practice. This book is a testament of those fruitful discussions, the varied worldviews and voices present in the field of comparative and international education, and an example of international collaboration.

Although the chapters in this book present different approaches to the discussion of “the global and the local” in comparative education research, and highlight converging trends in policy patterns as well as contextual divergences in practice, they all point to a sine qua non postulate in today’s comparative educational research agenda: globalization is a key analytical tool that cannot be left out of any serious attempt at explaining current education policy and practice around the world. They also illustrate that local factors continue to be central in shaping educational developments (a process reminiscent of the term “glocalization”, coined by Robertson, 1995; Drori, Hollerer, & Walgenbach, 2014). All the chapters reaffirm, in one way or another, that the concept of globalization facilitates understanding, while the “global-local” or “global similarities-national differences” dyads provide insights to the interplay of global trends and influences with different degrees of local implementation, adaptation, and interactions in contexts such as regions, countries, communities or even particular educational institutions (see, for example, Astiz, Wiseman, & Baker, 2002; Dale & Robertson, 2002; Carney, 2003; Baker & LeTendre, 2005; Astiz, 2006; Wiseman & Baker, 2006; Zajda & Rust, 2009; Schriewer, 2012; Arnove, 2013; Mundy, Green, Lingard, & Verger, 2016; Ramirez, Meyer, & Lerch, 2016).

Moreover, as a whole, this book underscores a very important fact in comparative educational research: world culture understood as the current values and ideas about the schooling process and reforms, and their organizational frameworks that are diffused around the world planting seeds of “silver bullets” or “best practices”
(Meyer, Boli, Thomas, & Ramirez, 1997; Ramirez, 2012) permeates our academic thinking about the process of educational policy and practice. Indeed, regardless of theoretical affiliations, there is a tendency to believe that in today’s world, “localities” have relatively little wiggle room to define or imagine their own education policy, and that there is a “global institutional environment” (or narrative) that is at play, which guides and promotes the so-called “transferring or borrowing” of common, context free, educational models intended to solve educational problems around the globe (Cowen, 2009; Steiner-Khamsi, 2012). This view has become normative even when examples of local resistance and counter global movements have been debated and academically explored. Examples of these types of thinking abound in the literature and are indeed not new to educational comparatists (Dale, 2000; Anderson-Levitt, 2003; Steiner-Khamsi & Slope, 2006; Akiba & LeTendre, 2009; Popkewitz & Rizvi, 2009; Crossley, 2010; Carney, 2014; Beech, 2011; etc.).

This global society narrative imagines “localities” and their educational projects embedded in a supra-national world; indeed “localities” imagine themselves in that fashion, altering their policies and structures by mirroring (or in compliance with) those context free imagined models (Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Ramirez, 2012). Likewise, their policy actions legitimate them as members of the supra-national community. Failure to conform to those global forms positions “localities” as non-credible global actors. But how is that process of compliance handled locally? How close are the reforms implemented to world cultural blueprints? These are the overarching questions that guide the chapters of this book. That is, these contributions address the question of “diffusion,” “convergence,” and “decoupling” (also referred to as “resistance” or “divergence”). However, not all chapters evaluate global influences and practices in the same fashion. Their different analytical approaches rely on how the studies are conceptualized and on where they centre the source of their explanations. In other words, the chapters differ in the level of analysis they employ: some are more global, some more local (macro or micro levels), some find a junction point (meso); some are primarily quantitative while others use qualitative methods or mixed methods. One should clarify here that context may not necessarily refer to national or subnational governance levels, but also to organizational and sectorial ones.

The approaches taken in these chapters are representative of the prevailing global-local views in the field of comparative education. On the one hand, some arguments are presented in a straightforward and linear manner, and attribute local outcomes or challenges to the spread and implementation of the “one-size-fits-all” neo-liberal agenda that dominated part of the international educational discourse from the 1980s to the early 2000s; although it could also be argued that this discourse is still present today. These analyses identify global economic transformation and international agencies and lending institutions as the masterminds of market-based solutions based on efficiency and accountability for struggling government-run services. Though with different degrees of complexity, they point to global reforms as constraints and to the importance of local contexts in the shaping of educational institutions and
practices. Other analyses included in this book present a more complex and nuanced view. Their theses emphasize universalistic values and characteristics privileged by the western and developed world and anchored, at least in part, in the authority of science. These values and characteristics come from the comparative education field itself and are channelled through technical advice and international strategies and organizations of all kinds. It is not surprising that in the cases and contexts where these analyses take place, and where education reforms are externally endorsed as legitimate, decoupling may happen. The major questions of the chapters that take this approach problematize how national-level policies are “closely linked to the rise of explicit global structures in the educational field” (Ramirez, Meyer, & Lerch, 2016, p. 47) but depending upon their topic and emphasis, their analyses address a combination of the following questions:

- Where does the disconnect between global narratives and practice in education come from?
- How are educational reforms modified contextually? Are some of those favored reforms running counter to the taken-for-granted universal assumptions or local beliefs and cultures?
- Why are some educational reforms borrowed and/or adopted while others are not?
- Why are certain cases taken as examples of successful educational change?
- Are those diffusing and/or copying mechanisms happening from one country to another, from north to south or within a region?
- Why are education reforms successful only in certain contexts despite similar technical advice and implementation methods?
- Are education reforms locally desirable and/or voluntary adopted? Under what circumstances?

This volume composes an interesting and diverse set of examples of the global-local connection story. Collectively, the chapters in this book amply show that glocalization is indeed a multi-layered process that involves the diffusion, adoption, and adaptation processes between global and local levels. All chapters highlight structural as well as agency processes and underscore important cultural divergence. At times, uncoordinated efforts in reform development and implementation are at the root of the observed local variation. Another important contribution of the book is that it documents the common struggles across a wide range of organizations and nations to conform to the globally acclaimed best practices. Thus, the book offers an opportunity to compare and evaluate the various paths world culture takes across and within regions, from country to country, and sometimes, from organization to organization, and the unintended consequences of educational reform efforts geared to produce univocal successful outcomes.

This book offers an integrated collection of empirical and conceptual studies that exemplify the growing body of literature in the field of comparative and international education on globalization and its effects. To guide the reading of this book, the
coeditors have organized the chapters by sets of studies that provide a coherent narrative that spans from a more general approach to the analysis of “glocalization” to particular case studies that dip into the characteristic of localities and organizations. The first two chapters focus on a macro level (Chapter 1 by Kamens, Chapter 2 by Fajardo-Heyward) and the following two chapters focus on comparison of multiple countries or regions (Chapter 3 by Wiseman, Davidson, and Al-Bakr and Chapter 4 by Akiba). The last three chapters are single case studies (Chapter 5 by Khurshid, Chapter 6 by Ancheta Arrabal and Zhang, Chapter 7 by Câmara and Gertel). As such, readers can approach the volume from beginning to end or they can focus their attention on particular chapters based on their specific interests.

ABOUT THE CHAPTERS

The first two chapters situate their analyses more at a macro level. In the opening chapter David Kamens considers a number of possible effects that globalization and its agents, such as international testing, are having on national educational systems. He also considers sources of resistance to these trends. First, Kamens argues that global trends and theories of development have an important influence in shaping national curricular emphases, defining what critical knowledge is and what subjects must be taught in the 21st century. He then contends that international testing already is, and will continue to be, a powerful influence in standardizing national cognitive cultures. As well as others (see Dieter-Meyer & Benavot, 2013), Kamens claims that another major influence of testing is that it has an important impact on how educational policies or practices in countries with high test scores become models for “best practices” and “borrowing”. As such, testing affects the rate of educational innovation cross-nationally, particularly of those reforms that may have major effects in improving student achievement locally such as addressing equity issues.

Kamens maintains that the process of standardization may, however, encounter resistance from national and local elites whose culture and interests it may affect. He considers examples where those policies are either resisted or adopted but not fully implemented, thus resulting in decoupling. He suggests that the tension between local traditions and practices, power groups, and international trends (and their supporters) will continue to be an important element in the evolution of national educational systems. For Kamens, whatever the specific outcomes of the tensions among those key players may be, it is clear that education is no longer a local or national enterprise.

In her contribution to this book, Paola Fajardo-Heyward analyses how countries in Latin America reconcile their desire to embrace global human rights education (HRE) with the pressures from domestic actors with socio-cultural and religious values contradicting human rights. She particularly looks into what factors make countries adopt certain global initiatives on one subset of women’s rights: comprehensive sexual education, which comprises education on women’s reproductive systems.
Requirements for such education, demanded by the international treaties, are controversial and thus politically burdensome for governments torn between external pressure to adopt global beliefs and internal pressure to uphold the values shared by their domestic population. However, the trend towards HRE has successfully influenced policies on education in some countries but not in others. Fajardo-Heyward’s chapter provides a discussion on what accounts for such variance among Latin America countries. She concentrates her attention on two successful cases: Argentina and Colombia.

Results from her study reveal that the spread of human rights norms tends to be faster among countries that are located in the same region. Using a cost-benefit analysis, Fajardo-Heyward suggests that part of the explanation for the widespread support for women’s rights in the region can be explained as a beneficial decision for new democratic governments eager to repair their reputation at the international level and to reduce uncertainty surrounding their performance. However, while it can be argued that several common factors (such as culture, traditions, past experiences, and other shared traits) make regions prone to embrace certain norms, the decision of whether or not to adhere to international norms can also be explained by looking at how states benefit from supporting international treaties in the domestic arena. As Fajardo-Heyward indicates, ratifying certain global treaties and adopting global practices increase governments’ credibility not only globally but also among domestic constituencies.

The various Latin American examples discussed in her chapter provide insights on the factors that might allow countries to translate their commitment to women’s rights into the implementation of policies in the educational realm. In particular, an active and broad movement that connects both external and domestic actors from different organizations and backgrounds seems to be an important condition to advance on the inclusion of sexual education in the national curriculum. The case of Argentina and Colombian illustrate this point.

The chapters that follow engage in comparisons between countries (macro-micro levels). Alexander W. Wiseman, Petrina Davidson and Fawzia Al-Bakr use evidence from the 2011 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) to investigate expectations and outcomes of information and communication technology (ICT) based instruction in an economically developed (USA) and an emerging (Turkey) economic system. The goal of their study is to reveal whether there is global alignment in ICT use or if there is evidence that the effect of ICT in teaching and learning depends on the level of economic development. This topic is of much interest, particularly for two reasons highlighted by Wiseman et al.: (1) empirical research increasingly recognizes the potential of ICT use in classrooms to improve learning and increase achievement in mathematics and science, both of which are often associated with the development of knowledge economies, and (2) this research in turn justifies governments’ ICT investment in education, a trend that appears in both developed and developing economies. Yet, there is conflicting evidence regarding whether this investment is justified, if teachers effectively
implement ICT investments, whether they receive adequate support for ICT integration in teaching practices, and if ICT is used for remedial instruction instead of developing critical thinking and complex problem-solving skills.

Evidence from their study suggests that global expectations differ from the national level implementation, despite the fact that the ICT-related discourse was largely shared between Turkey and the US. In Turkey, after controlling for socioeconomic level and parents’ education variables, students’ computer use for processing and analyzing data was positively associated with student math achievement scores. Also, teacher age positively predicted student math achievement scores. Apart from these two effects, none of other ICT-related independent variables at the classroom level were significantly associated with student math achievement scores. The analyses resulted in no statistically significant association from any of the ICT-based instruction independent variables for the US sample, but a somewhat significant negative association for computers used for practicing. The authors suggest that in spite of a lack of evidence supporting ICT-use for student success, the tremendous influence of normative global education policy drives national governments to look to ICT as a savior of both education and the economy and to adopt policy and fund ICT-related programs.

In the second chapter in the sequence of comparisons between countries, Motoko Akiba discusses the original version of lesson study in Japan, its emergence as a global model of teacher professional development, and its interpretation and adaptation in Florida, USA. Akiba uses a sense-making perspective in organizational context as a theoretical framework to investigate: (1) The characteristics of the lesson study practice in Japan and organizational contexts that support the practice, and (2) the process by which a global model of lesson study interacts with local organizational contexts and routines of teacher professional development in Florida. Florida is the first state in the United States that has been promoting the use of lesson study with funding from the federal government.

For her mixed-method comparative study, Akiba collected both qualitative and quantitative data from Ibaraki, Japan and Florida, USA from 2011 to 2014. Data gathering focused on the identification of various types of learning opportunities teacher received through lesson study, and the organizational contexts that support these learning opportunities. Results from Akiba’s study reveal that in the original Japanese model, lesson study provides teachers with multiple opportunities to observe teaching and student learning within and beyond their schools. In addition, lesson study is a dominant form of professional learning practiced by every teacher in Japan. This institutionalized form of professional development across the country is supported by educational leaders, collective ownership of research-based professional learning processes, and the work schedule of teachers that embeds lesson study as part of the daily responsibilities.

On the other hand, these characteristics of lesson study as a teacher-driven research process practiced by Japanese teachers seems to have been removed from the Florida practice. Instead, organizers and trainers who introduced lesson study to
district leaders modified the process of lesson study over time, and interpreted lesson study through a lens of existing district-driven professional development models to fit into the existing organizational contexts. The reform context of the Race to the Top Program also shaped how lesson study was promoted in Florida.

As Akiba suggests, it is of extreme importance to keep studying local variations and adaptations of globally focused reforms efforts in order to understand the way teachers’ work lives are impacted by the national, state, and local policies promoting various global ideas and models such as lesson study, student-centred instruction, and teacher evaluation.

The remaining chapters are single case studies. In her study on women’s education project in Pakistan, Ayesha Khurshid looks into the impacts of international development agencies and non-governmental organizations on the developing countries’ educational systems. Her contribution shows how local actors translate, implement, and contest global agendas and policies tending to employ universal approaches to issues pertinent to women’s education and empowerment.

Khurshid uses ethnographic data collected from women teachers from marginalized communities in Pakistan to show how they mobilize local understandings of “wisdom” to define and embody women’s education and gender empowerment. According to Khurshid, on the one hand, teachers approach women’s education as a tool to support their individual rights and, on the other hand, to present it as a prerequisite to strengthen their families and communities. Her contribution informs us that these lived realities of women teachers challenge the global perception of women’s education for Muslim women and women from developing countries to change the institutions of family and community. Her chapter contributes to expand the scholarship focusing on the importance of social and historical contexts in which actors engage with global agendas, policies, and practices. In addition, it also blurs the distinction between global and local by showing how each global is localized in the lived experiences of actors on the ground.

In their chapter, Ana Ancheta Arrabal and Jing Zhang, analyse how early childhood education and care (ECEC) as a right for all young children has gained legitimacy in recent years not only worldwide but particularly in Spain. While international organizations advance ideas about the importance of providing high quality ECEC especially for young children who are vulnerable and disadvantaged, this is far from being the reality in many countries around the world, even in those considered developed economies such as Spain. Globally, there is a great variety of provision and financing models for ECEC, for example, the public sector has dominated the provision of ECEC in many developed countries, while the private sector has played a more prominent role in much of the developing world. Yet, according to Ancheta Arrabal and Zhang, ECEC still remains a peripheral concern within the educational systems almost everywhere, characterized by insufficient resources and fragmented planning.

Ancheta Arrabal and Zhang present the challenges that ECEC has faced in Spain due to major socioeconomic and political difficulties during the past decades. Those
difficulties have led to a major variation in the quality of ECEC, especially after the increasing demand and expansion of privatization in the Spanish education system. Their study analysed public and private ECEC enrolment data from the Spanish autonomous communities to examine the impact of the 2012 Educa3 plan, which introduced a new policy management model and funding of ECEC in Spain. Their conclusions highlight that the increasing demand and expansion of the system led to a proliferation and lowered overall quality of ECEC services. In turn, this situation increased economic inefficiency and inequity in access to quality ECEC services.

In addition, their data show that the availability and access to ECEC services in Spain have followed a trend of marketization through expanding models of public management such as state subsidies to private providers or a mixed model through public-private partnership. Because there is no national program in Spain to ensure access to pre-primary education for children from low-income families, recent changes in the funding and provision of ECEC affects the availability and access of ECEC to the most vulnerable sectors of the population. The authors warn that public-private partnerships need to be regulated by the government regarding the cost of ECEC services. They think it is the only possible solution to protect the right of all young children and their families to receive high quality ECEC services in an equitable manner.

The last chapter of this book, authored by Florencia Cámara and Héctor Gertel, examined the determinants of private supplementary tutoring (PST)—a form of shadow education, based on a survey of 360 students enrolled in the National University of Córdoba in Argentina which asked them about the PST use before they entered the university. This contribution is extremely valuable due to two main reasons: (1) it is the first study that looks at PST in Latin America, and (2) the demand for PST has increased worldwide especially for remedial courses designed to prepare students for entrance examinations at higher education institutions.

Cámara and Gertel’s study provides the following insightful results. First, contrary to the finding from other countries on the unequal access to PST between high- and low-income students, they did not find any statistically significant relationship between parental education level (a proxy of income level) and access to PST in their study. They speculated that this unexpected finding may be explained by the free and open higher education admission policies in Argentina, and the high rate of high school dropout among low-income students. Second, in all four schools (medical sciences, law, dentistry, economic sciences) in the university, the students that came from outside Córdoba were more likely to have used PST as well as students whose high school concentration did not match their university majors. Cámara and Gertel conclude that PST in higher education is a growing and highly concentrated industry in Argentina. For instance, their study revealed that in the four examined schools at the University of Córdoba near 7,000 candidates used PST (1/3 of total pre-registered candidates).
INTRODUCTION

As a whole, the contributions to this book enhance our understanding of globalization and its effects on education policy implementation and practice. The diverse views and approaches included in this volume point to the unique features of this book: it identifies the importance of examining national and local educational contexts through a systematic global framework. The book is also distinctive as it points to the importance of schooling as an institution both within and across national contexts (Meyer, 1977; Ramirez, 2012; Baker, 2014) despite the different theoretical and methodological approaches used across these chapters.

Much is to be learned from this collective effort. The holistic approach employed in this book moves comparative education beyond a conglomeration of isolated local events to pay attention to global trends. In this regard, the book brings new questions about globalization and the imperatives of education policy and practice by suggesting that while schooling systems are certainly influenced by their environments, they are more than passive and receptive institutions in the global arena. In summary, the book offers examples of how globally recognized cultural and educational norms can be linked to local educational initiatives, while questioning a unidirectional linkage and acknowledging the complexity and multidirectionality in the relationships between global and local.

Although for the most part the contributors recognize the institutionalization power of global educational goals, they also underscore the richness of contextual factors that may create opportunities for innovation, or may serve as constrains in the implementation process. The task for educational comparativists is to continue to unpack how globalization interacts with local societies and educational organizations. In this way we will be better positioned to understand the global-local reality and to better inform policies and practices for improving education.
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